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MALTA RAIDS

After twenty-two months of war, Malta, island of over 1,600 raids, on

Thursday suffered its heaviest air attacks.

Wave after wave of Junkers 88s and Stukas cane from their Sicilian bases

for more than six hours to shower high-explosive bombs on the Grand Harbour and

on the coast. It was the climax to a four-days air battle. As on Wednesday,
the heroic fighter pilots, in their Spitfires and Hurricanes, ripped wide open

the enemy formations.

Some of these pilots fought in the Battle of Britain. Their magnificent
deeds over the Straits of Dover were repeated over the Malta Channel. By dusk

Spitfires had destroyed two Ju.88s and two Ju.87s and damaged many others.

Hurricanes had also damaged a number.

It is now possible to tell of the part played by Malta's fighter pilots in

helping to bring in the recent valuable convoy. Those pilots flow out into

the Central Mediterranean over the merchant vessels. Fortunately, visibility

was low, which made it necessary for the Luftwaffe to send in its Ju.88s singly.
But the task of the Spitfire and Hurricane pilots was difficult and hazardous,
as they were operating at times a long way from their bases. One by one, the

merchant ships and the warships passed safely in to the Grand Harbour - only

one merchant ship lost - although the enemy used at least sixty bombers during

the day.

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday the German Air Force attacked the Grand

Harbour.

After raiding from dusk to dawn with single bombers, Thursday morning was

quiet, the enemy presumably preparing for the mass attacks. It was noon before

the first formation of fifteen 88s came in from the north. They steered a

south-easterly course at first, and then turned sharply towards the Grand Harbour

when near the coast. This formation was followed a few minutes later by another

fifteen and a third formation of the same size.

For fifteen minutes "hell was let loose". The thunderous noise of the

high and low barrage and bursting bombs, mostly in the sea, was indescribable.

So fast were the heavy guns firing that they sounded like giant machine-guns.
The bark of the large-calibre Naval guns and the popping of the Bofors increased

the din.

None of the German pilots could pierce the curtain of steel, and they

dropped their bombs at random.

During the day the guns shot down three 88s and an 87. Many other 87s

were hit.

Hardly had people finished their lunch than a new attack started. This

time, the first occasion since attempts were made to sink the Illustrious, the

Luftwaffe used Stukas to dive-bomb the harbour. It was a daring move when one

remembers the terrific losses suffered a year ago. Once again the din of battle

was in the air. Hardly had the island defences taken a second breath than the

enemy repeated the performance. Although the bombers came with plenty of

fighter protection, our pilots time and again evaded the enemy and showed the

bombers no mercy. In spite of the dozens of combats, our fighters suffered

no losses. All told the same story.


